Announcements 3/14

• Read Sherwood et al. (2014)
  – PIQ
• Project proposals due March 26
• Midterms graded later this week
• Colin’s office hours over spring break
  – Monday 11:30am-12:30pm
  – Thursday 1:30-2:30pm
Projects

• (updated) project ideas and proposal guidelines available on course website later today
• Project proposal
  – Convince me the project is feasible and in scope
• Individual projects
• Project ideas from 2015-2018 still applicable
Projects

• Example projects
  – Implement a new algorithm or extend an existing method
  – Benchmark multiple algorithms on multiple datasets and draw conclusions
  – Apply two or more methods to a specific biological dataset of interest, focus on interpreting results, explore how parameters affect results

• Project can relate to your own research
  – Very clearly differentiate the scope of the project from your existing research